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In this note we answer two questions raised in [2] concerning the theory 
of formations of finite soluble groups: 
(1) If 9 is a saturated formation, let ,gS denote the formation of all finite 
soluble groups in which the S-projectors and g-normalizers coincide. 
By [2], 4.6, the formation gS is saturated if, and only if, gF = MS. In $1 
we shall give the canonical local definition of the smallest saturated formation 
containing dU,- . From this we shall deduce that if %F is saturated, 3 
necessarily has the form 9 = Y,@(p). 
(2) A formation 9 is said to have the cover-avoidance property if the 
S-projectors of each group Q either cover or avoid each chief factor of (li. 
It was shown in [2], 5.9, that if a saturated formation 9 has the cover- 
avoidance property, then either 9 = %Yz for some set T of primes or 
3 = -9$F( p) where S(p) is a formation whose characteristic is the single 
prime p. We show in $2 that this second possibility can only occur when 
S(p) = YP , the class of p-groups. Combining these results we obtain the 
following conclusion: A saturated formation 9 has the cover-avoidance 
property if, and only if, 9 is either the formation of m-groups for some set z 
of primes or the formation of p-nilpotent groups for some prime p. 
,411 groups considered are finite and soluble. For notation and terminology 
we refer the reader to [I], [2] and Chapter VI of [3]. 
1. THE SATURATION 97 p- OF “39 
First we prove an elementary result about direct products. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let 8 alzd 5j be groups and ‘3 a normal subgroup of their direct 
product8 x4.If~~n==,then~~Z(B)xSj. 
1 The first author is grateful to the Dr. Carl Duisberg-Stiftung for financial support 
while carrying out this work. 
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Proof. Let M = GH E 9% with G E 65 and HE Sj. Then for each X E 65, 
GXG-1 = ~1;xH-l(:\~fJ-1)-1 = ~\~x;\T-l E 6 n 91 = @. Therefcre @X = G for 
all X E 6 and the result follows. 
We recall from [2] that gF denotes the class of groups in which the 
F-projectors coincide with the F-normalizers, and that 5?P denotes the 
smallest saturated formation containing V9 ~ 
1.2. THEOREM. Let {F(p)> be a set of non-empty, integrated and fAl 
format&as de$mkg the sutwatedformaticm F. Then (g&p); with 
is the set qf integrated and full formations defining the forma&x -5g9 . 
Proof. Let e%&p)) be the set of integrated and full formations defining 
G$. 
(a) We consider first the case .F(p) f .F. Since JP’Y~ is a saturated 
formation containing gF, we have gs C JfgF ) and therefore 
@*(pj z Y2Ys . We assume, for a contradiction, that this inclusion is strict: 
and let $j be a group of minimal order in Y9?JF \ g,(p). Since both classes 
are formations, 5j has a unique minimal normal subgroup 92 which is an 
s-group for some prime s; and because g.,(pj = Y9g9(p), we have s + p. 
We now turn our attention to the assumpticn F(p) f 9. By [2]? 3.2, 
there exists a prime q such that F(q) g F(p). We wish to find a group 
8 E -F(q) \ 3(p) with the following properties: 
(El) 8 has a unique minimal normai subgroup which has -3 order; 
(E2j Z(6) is a proper subgroup of Qjy(p)O 
Let R be a group of minimal order in .9(q) \ .F(>). R has a unique minimal 
normai subgroup 9.X and ‘9JI is an r-group for some prime r f p. If Z(si) = % 
wetake6=Si.Ifrfq,byl.3of[2]Rh as an irreducible Z,[fZj-module U 
faithful for A. The semi-direct product 16% belongs to YKF(q) = 9(q)s 
and has a unique minimal normal subgroup U which is non-central and of 
p’ order; thus we may take 6 = UR in this case. There remains the possibility 
that F = q and 9X < Z(s). In this case let ‘13 denote theZ,[%]-module induced 
from the irreducible trivial module of a Sylow q-complement of si. % is 
indecomposable (in fact, it is the principal indecomposable module corre- 
sponding to the trivial representation of 52), and % restricted to a Sylow 
q-subgroup D of R corresponds to the regular representation of I. Hence %J 
is faithful for R and has a unique minimal submodule which is trivial. Let % 
be the semi-direct product %I. As before Q ES(~). The subgroup 
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% = @P(P’ is not contained in 9 because S/% E R $9(p). On the other 
hand, % n B is non-trivial; for if % n $3 = @, % centralizes % and this is 
impossible because 93 is faithful for A. Therefore ‘% properly contains the 
unique minimal normal subgroup Z(G) of 6; and again we have found 
group 8 satisfying (El) and (E2). 
We now consider the group 6 x $. Let 8 be an g-projector of $j. Since 
8EF(q)cF, Q x 5. is an 9-projector of @i x 5, and Q x Js E uY9 . 
Let 1. = (6 X @@(p). If 2nB =E, by 1.1 %:2(S) x 5. But 
6 x g/Z(O) x 5 E S/Z(Qj $9(p) by property (E2), and therefore 
6 x s/X has an epimorphic image not in 9(p). This is impossible, and 
therefore % n Q > t9. By [2], 1.3, and property (El) % has an irreducible 
Z,,[B]-module ‘$l faithful for 8; moreover, C,(Z n S) is a &,[@I-submodule 
of%, and since 6% is faithful and irreducible C,(X n 6) = E;. Kow let B be 
the regular Z,[&]-module, and define a Z,[S x Sj]-action on the tensor 
product CLI oz, ‘9 by 
(A@B)(G,H)=4G@BH for AE(LT,BE!&G~~ and HER. 
First we observe that C,%&) = @; for (% @ 93) i@ s ‘8 9 iii 8 (21. 
and C& n 6) = Q!. Therefore by [2], 2.6, the semi-direct product 
2 = (SE 0 8)(6 x !ij) is contained in 69% and hence, a fortiori, in J,-. 
Moreover, ‘9X @I 23 is a faithful 8 x $-module because it contains a constit- 
uent isomorphic with the 0, x &module 9l @ 1, which affords a represen- 
tation with kernel s, whereas (VI @ 8) ib G B 0 aim,Yca, @ !B which is 
faithful for 5. Hence \LI @ B = O,,.,(e). Since 2 egg , we have 
6 x 6 g I!/(% @ 93) = Q’O,~,,(i?) l g&). Hence 
contrary to hypothesis. This contradiction completes the proof in case (a). 
(b) Kow suppose .9(p) = %. Then by 2.9 of [2] an s-projector of a 
group 8 covers every p-chief factor of Q. Since by 4.1 of [I] F-normalizers 
cover only %-central chief factors, we have g9 C 9+9Q) = &?+9. But 
Y,,*.9 = YD,YP.9 is a saturated formation. Hence g% c yD,.F and, in 
particular, we therefore have g9(p) C g. Since the other inclusion holds 
by 5.6 of [l], the proof is now complete. 
1.3. THEOREM. The formation Y3 is saturated if and only if &eve exists 
a prime9 such that 9 = YpS(p). 
Proof. If 3 has the form @ = .YD,9(p), then 9Y9 = Ars by [2], 4.3. 
Conversely, suppose 9 is a formation such that gP is saturated; then 
“as = ,VF by [2], 4.6. Let pi be the set of primes Y such that 9(r) f F, 
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and suppose p, q are distinct primes in rr. By Theorem 1.2 we have 
99-F = YPYP and :Yp% = .YQgF, and therefore @ = ?YP. But by 5.6 
of [l] we has-e N%- C oY,- . Hence NF E F which means that F is the 
class of ali finite soluble groups, in contradiction to our assumption r # B = 
Therefore either z = 0 or z contains exactly one prime? say p. In both cases 
me get 9 = Y+%Q). 
2. FORMATIONS WITH THE C~~ER-~~~~IL~~NCE PROPERTY 
2.1. THEOREM. Let {.9(r)) be a set of integrated, full, non-empty formations 
defining the saturated formation S. Assume further that 9 has the ,fom 
9 = -y?@(p) for some prime p, that the characteristic of P(pj is (p) and 
that .F has the cozrer-avoidance property. Then .9(p) = Y3 . 
Proof. Assume that g(p) + Yr, , and let Q be a group of minimal order 
in .F(p) \ -Yg . Since .YD is a saturated formation, 8 has a unique minimal 
normal subgroup 92, 92 has a complement ‘1-T in 8 and / 92 j = qa for sol-e 
prime q # p. Moreover, !$4 is a Sylow p-subgroup of 8 and ‘9I > E since 
q $ char P(p). Since 92 is a faithful, irreducible !&module over Z, , each 
irreducible Z(v)-submodule of 92 ]z(vb is a faithful Z(q)-module by 
Clifford’s theorem, [3], V, 17.3(f). Therefore Z(v) is cyclic by [3], II, 3.10: 
and +p has a unique minimal normal subgroup. Let r be a prime +p, q; 
by 1.3 of [2] ‘Q has a faithful, irreducible module 9J2r over Z;, . Let s be a prime 
with s f p, q, r and let G denote a cyclic group of order s. Further, let ‘8 be 
the direct product of G with the semi-direct product 9J2r‘q. Then % ~-9, 
but % 6 -P(p) since s 4 char .9(p). We regard 92 as a Z,[%]-module with 
kernel 9.72, x S. Now by 1.3 of [2] ‘u has an irreducible Z,[%]-module 3132, 
faithful for *U, for ?I has exactly two minimal normal subgroups and 
0$X) =: E Let !-I3 be the semi-direct product 9J2&. Then 2X is an F- 
projector of %, since 9l E .F \ g(p). Sow set +9J2a = 92 @z,(‘zI) Z,[%j; since 
q ( ! 93 /, 9J2s is a comp!etely reducible Z,[!B]-module and since 5% contains no 
non-trivia! normal subgroup of d, 9J2, is faithful for 93. Because %‘3 has a 
unique minimal normal subgroup, 9J2a has an irreducible, faithfui submodule 
9J2, ? and 9J2,isr = 92 @ 9R4 by Kakayama’s lemma ([3], X7$ 16.6(a)) and 
complete reducibility. Set 9J2’3Jz, 1%= X and 9J2,’ = 9, and nom consider the 
semi-direct product %!I; we may regard 92 and 9J as normal subgroups. Then 
C&92) Q X2& and X%~C,,&R) s 6 E P(p). Therefore 3X has an irre- 
ducible module ml, over Z, with kernel C&92). Let c be the semi-direct 
product 9J2&!3 and set 9J2s = 331, @z,[xzIi Z,EE]. Then 9J2, is a faitbr! 
E-module, and has a faithful, irreducible factor module %%s such that %& jxsr 
has 9J2s as a submodule by Xakayama’s lemma ([3], V, 16.6(b)). Finaiiy, 
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let 33 be the semi-direct product m&S, and let $$ be an F-projector of 3. 
Then g n !& > E, since 333 is an S-projector of 6 and Z‘%/ker(!&) G 
8 E S(p). But 9 has the cover-avoidance property. Hence %I6 < 3 and 
3X E F(p), contradicting the fact that (LT 4 S(p). Therefore our assumption 
F((P) # 9, is false, and we have 9((p) = .A?~ as required. 
Together with [2], 5.9 we get 
2.2. THEOREM. The saturated formation 9 has the cover-avoidance property 
if, and only if, B is either the formation of T groups for some set n- of primes, 
or the formation of p-nilpotent groups for some prime p. 
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